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Why ChainNinja?

ChainNinja Turns Disruptive Technology
into Innovative Solutions

Blockchain Framework Agnostic
Custom End to End Solutions
We are open for specialized blockchains
We provide Enterprise blockchain
concepts
Purpose-built infrastructure components for a specialized use case
Collaborative, Agile, and Efficient in
every step of providing our client a
field-tested Proof of Concept

Choose a Blockchain framework
based on your business considerations
Open platform and open governance
Economic viability of the solution
Longevity of the solution

A blockchain supply chain can help participants record price,
date, location, quality, certification, and other relevant information to more effectively manage the supply chain. The availability of this information within blockchain can increase traceability of material supply chain, lower losses from counterfeit and
gray market, improve visibility and compliance over outsourced
contract manufacturing, and potentially enhance an organization's position as a leader in responsible manufacturing.
The Possibilities:
Blockchain offers the ability to embed the origin and
transfer points in the chain to encode lot codes, origin
points and destinations
Using Blockchain we can create a connection of supply
chain documents to transactions in real-time basis
Replacing or supplementing EDI with Blockchain is a true
possibility

Coexistence with adjacent systems
Regulatory compliance

What’s happening in your industry?
Walmart successfully used blockchain software technology to
improve its ability to track food
shipments
A consortium with Walmart is aimed
to create a standard for collecting
data on origin, safety and authenticity
of food using blockchain technology
for traceability

Lisa Marks-Canty, CEO

ChainNinja Oﬀers Holistic Blockchain
Solutions in Supply Chain
Improve Inventory Management
Eliminate fraud and reduce errors
Keep courier costs to a minimum
Reduce paper work delays
Increase consumer trust
Identify and correct issues faster
Safe and Secure payments

www.chainninja.com

